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History Lecture for 1944-deals with one 
@it at almos equal length. This extremely 
!?!&t;scussion of selected aspects of the 1848 

concentrates on t h i  policy of revo- 
Germany towards the national claims 

les in Posnania. I t  says little about the 

&*bly." 
 ugh one can do nothing but admire Pro- 
9 &isor Namier's lavish documentation, it is neces- 
i.;ato point out that in spite of its comprehensive 
;ctle5,this essay does not pretend to be an examina- 
.&im of the origins and general course of the 1848 
,F2ev01ution. n does not, in fact, convince one 
$wit was a " revokltion of iri<ellectuais." But it 

a useful addition to the literature on 1848 in 
Egjjglish, of which we still have far too little. 
we NORMAN MACKENZIE 
+P& 
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lL?*L NEW NOVELS 
~ 3 ; s  Groan. By MERVYN PEAKE. Eyre and 
;A+ Spottiswoode. 15s. 
4-3&c3 By WILLIAM SANSOM. Hogarth. 8s. 6$ a&e Gipsy's Baby. By ROSAMOND LEHMANN. 
32 Collins. 7s. 66. 
+.#The Real Life of Sebastian Knight. By 
T< VLADIMTR NABOKOV. Poetry London. 
&A\" b:a~ 8s. 6d. 

*In the face of Titus Groan I feel like a soldier 
has swam so much that he  has no words 

9 h i ~ i f h  whi& to  describe the act of shame. 
?&mean that f should like to describe the book as 

Lst novel hbMs one with its glittering eye. It 
by saying : Part One : Gormenghast. 

3% part two is discoverable throughout the entire 
@%bgth of the book (well over four hundred modern 
gpages) and the hero is much younger even than 
~'b:istram Shandy by the time the book ends; 
, he'has in fact not spoken up to that point. The 
@i?ader is left to. anticjpate M e r  volumes. I 
@ge they will come ; I do not think I have ever 

g child-welfare, famny life, 
medical care, fashions, 

oId matters and so on 

en by experts and available 
ngiish, French, German and 
ian at 316 a copy or 2216 a_ 

so muck enjoyed a novel sent to me for review. Countess, aiid not least the thwarted and deluded 
T i e  book, which is about the ancient family of twins, Cora and Clarice. (" I like roofs," sdd  

Groan, who live in a vast castle in an unidenti- Clarice ; "  hey are something I likemore thah 
fiable landscape and at an unnamed time, is as most things because they are on top of the houses 
nearly pure story-telling as any book I have they cover, and Cora and I like being over the 
read since childhood. I admit that every now and tops of things because we love power, and that's 
then I was uneasily conscious that by the contrast why we are both fond of roofs.") The book is also 
of the me,@omaniac aristocrats and the hut- remarkable for its gigantic set-pieces of action. 
dwellers at their gates, a contemporary contrast Steerpike's daylong climb over the great roof- 
might be adumbrated; and the internal struggle scape of Gormenghast, and the final conflict 
for power inside the castle itself might' also of Flay and Swelter in the Hall of Spiders, are 
' 6  . ~rnply " something But I shut these thoughts magnificently thrilling. 
out as often as I could, and chidemyself for being ' Mr. William Sansom's early story, The Wall, is 
a victim of the intellectual inhibitions of my time. one of -the best pieces of writing the war has 
I n  any case even a Marxist might find so riotous occasioned, and his other stories about the fire- 
an embellishment of his favourite themes a little service have a curious intensity, a kind of solid 
frivolous. poetry, which is Mr. Sansom's own especial gift. 

The emphasis of the story lies principally in There, his tendency to circle at great length round 
the machinations of the inteliigent upstart, Ine same point becomes a virtue ; elsewhere. it 
Steerpike, who escapes .from tHe kitchens of is a dull, Iaborious vice, as in his Kafka fantas~es 
Gormenghast and 'the domination of the loath- and allegories There is one of these fantasies & 
some cook, Swelter, and becomes the assistant the present vclume, called The Invited. I t  seenig 
of the castle doctor, PruneSquellor. He worn-s to me p d d l  and leaden as anything Mr. Sans0.h 
his way into the trust of the negiected twin sister has writ~en. He has abundant imagination and 
of Lord Sepulchrave, and incites them to set fire inventiveness, yet somehow he persists in 
to his lordsfsip's librxy. Sepulchratre, " whose muf8ing and distorting them; his stories uncoil 
days are like a rook's nest with every twiga duty," themselves lethargically, and where one expects5 
leads a melancholic life, attending to a ritual tour de force, the tour de force doesn't apippea'r'. 
traditionally planned for Em, its origins lost in Fortunately, The In,vifed is preceded by two 
the mist of centuries ; the fire accelerates his other stories. One of them is a fresh, clear and 
decline into insanity, and  Titus, at the age of one, glittering anecdote of fire-service life, in which 
succeeds to the earidom. The- book concludes the statement is made, I hope f.ruthfully, that it is  
with the eeremony of the " earling " : a disturbing legal to caii out a fire brigade toLget a cat down 
occasion for Titus's famity and retainers, for out of a tree. The other is a new and successful 
Titus thrdws the sacred insignia into the lake departure from Mr. Sansom's methods hitherto : 
on which the ceremony takes place, and turns his a long reverie of a floor-cleaner in a French 
attention to the bastard infant daughter of Feda, cafb, as she geed aboqt her morning's work. (It 
a hut-dweller who has been his wet-nurse. On takes her from eleven to one to get the floor of 
this provocative note the iirst instalment ends ; I the cafb dorie r and the cafi is moderately, or 
look forward eagerly to its later developments. completely, fils of people rhe whole ' t h e  : we 

Titus Groan, though long and Gothically order these things better in Englund.) A story of 
detailed, is not wayward; it has a genuine plot small-town intrigue floats about above her head, 
in %he strictest sense, and it persuades you to and mingles with her memories and with her 
read on simply in order to know what will happen ; views of people's legs and of the floor which she 
in spite of its setting, there is nothing particularIy is toiling her way 'zcrass. Her  sudden glimpses 
dream-like about it. Its gallery of chriracters is of the high-spots of the action are brilliantly done. 
wonderful. The ord nui-se, Nannie S1hgg: appears The Gipsy's Baby is a collection of five stories 
oftener than can be easily put up with, and the which have already appeared; taken separately, 
mysterious Keda, with her two lovers who kill *they are all rather slight, and it is clear that Miss 
each other, is not a success : she recalls, rather Lehmann has no great interest in the short story 
strongly, Meriam, the hired girf in Cold Comfort as a form ; together, they compfement and light 
Farm ; though her part in the action wili doubtless each other up, and they are executed with such 
later be revealed as indispensable. Otherwise grace and humour, such exquisitely exaa observa- 
the characters are a joy: Swelter, Flay, the tion, that one reads on through accounts of often 
PninesqualIors, Steerpike, karquentine, the trivial iccidents, as Mr. Forster says he reads 
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Reginald Reynolds 256 pp. 10s. 6d. "The author of the Road to 
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amount of incident in the book is extraordinarily Siisskind (H.M.V. C3486). . - androunded as the bass,in this 
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